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Editorial 

This issue contains several articles from 
contributors outside THO. This is good 
because the art1 cles reflect f 1 rst-hand 
operational experience; demonstrate that MN 

{, 1s appreciated as a national medium; and 
',: should show most readers that we. 1nTH0, 

are interested in your experiences 111 the 
field. There is always a good chance that 
your experiences may interest others. So. if 
you wish to offer an article. please send 1t 
through your representative- his name is 
given 1ns1de the back cover. 

Our printers apologise for problems in 
distr1but1ng MNJ 6. I hope all regular readers 
received their copies eventuul ly. 
Ron Ouinnev 
Editor 

Area repair eentres 

by Ron Quinney NE/ES 5.4.3 
For some time now THQ and the 

POEU have been considering how best 
to deal with the repair of the vast 

quantities of electronic units that will 

enter service during the next few years. 
The present arrangements-based on 
some twenty RESCs (Regional 
Equipment Service Centres)-will need 
extending for a number of reasons: 
•to cope with large volumes of electronic 

and microprocessor-based customer 
apparatus. with field support as local as 
possible 

•to give effective back-up to System X 
exchange maintenance staff 

•to give a broader base of expertise at area 
level 

•to allow greater flex1bil ity, if needed, in the 
location of repair work 

•to preserve and protect the Business's 
future interests 1n a competitive market. 

It was quickly realised that the logical 
solution would be to set up electronic repair 
facilities in areas. To this end. a new TI El 6 
AOOJ 7 has been produced, which authorises 
G M s  to establish Area Repair Centres 
(ARCs). All areas are expected to have at 
least one ARC within the next three to five 
years. 

Some specialisation 
No doubt someARCs will be larger than 
others. but all will have the same status. 
Each will be competent to fulfil the wide 

range of fau It f1 nd i ng and repair work with 
the same degree of skill. but in practice. not 
every ARC will repair every equipment type 
and 1t will be necessary for someARCs to 
specialise. This could be because: 
•providing very complex or expensive test 

gear to all AR Cs would not be economic 
•population or geographical d1stribut1on of 

a particular equipment might not Justify 
widespread repair facilities 

•some AR Cs will be the first to deal with 
particular new equipment, closely 
monitoring faults and developing 
expertise. 

Regions' role 

Although 1t w111 be the GM s respons1b1l 1ty to 
provide for electronic equipment repair. the 
regions still have a big part to play 1n keeping 
the machinery 'oiled'. First, all regions have 
been asked to nominate one person from 
their maintenance group to act as a Regional 
Equipment Repair L1a1son Officer ( RERLO). 
One of the RE R LO' s first tasks will be to 
coordinate the 1ntroduct1on of AR Cs for his 
region and to l1a1se with THQ and other 
regions. Already most regions have 
nominated their RERLO, so 1t might be useful 
to get to know yours. Regions will be seeing 
that adequate transport facilities are 
maintained so that faulty and repaired items 
can be sent in the most effective way. They 
will also be responsible for prov1d1ng the 
appropriate staff with all the information and 
instructions for the JO b. Regions will as usual 
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be the first contact when area staff encounter 
d1ff1culties or problems. 

THQ's role 
THQ has arranged for funds for basic test 
equipment needed for AR Cs, and an 
equipment list to enable AR Cs to 'get off the 
ground' has been made. The list includes 
oscilloscope, multi-meter, soldering and 
desoldering tools, and so 011. As soon as 1t 1s 
known what units are to be repaired at a 
particular ARC, THO will arrange to supply 
any 'special' test gear necessary for that work. 
Of course, the prov1s1on of expensive 
automatic test systems (ATS) will be subject 
to close scrutiny byTHO and weighed 
aga1 nst the special ism aspect- mentioned 
earlier. We are also 1ssu1ng otherTls in the 
E16 series. One lists the addresses of all 
AR Cs (£7 6 A0013) and another (E7 6 A0012) 
lists which region repairs what items of 
equipment. To make sure that ARC staff, and 
their supervisors, receive all Tls in this series, 
d1str1but1011 1s being made through Basic 
Duty Code 484 (see E1 A0002) - a code 
which used to be for RES Cs, but has recently 
been altered to AR Cs. So, if you work 1n an 
ARC, make sure BO 484 1s included in your 
TI file. 

EERCC 
The EERCC (sometimes known as E2RC2, 
or 'E squared') 1s the electronic equipment 
repair coord1nat1on committee. Comprising 
members from regions, Factories D1v1s1on, 
Quality Assurance Division and the 
appropriate THQ 'expert' groups its main role 
1s to recommend where an item of equipment 
should be repaired. At first sight, this might 
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appear to be a sledgehammer-to-crack-a-
nut. But this committee's work is very valuable. 
First, all THO groups 1ntroduc1ng a new item 
of electro111c equipment are required to 
inform EERCC formally if 'off-site' repair 1s 
e1w1saged when the equipment becomes 
faulty (Off-site 1mpl1es that 1t is 1mpract1cable 
to repair the unit in its installed s1tuat1on.) 
I 11format1on to EE R

·
cc involves written 

explanation of the salient design features and 
the ma1ntena11ce needs of the unit, or system 
of which the unit is a part. The engineer 
concerned usually attends a meeting of 
EERCC to introduce the item and answer any 
questions. These aspects influence the 
decisions made. After full consideration of an 
item it may be repaired off-site: 
•at AR Cs in all regions 
•at specified AR Cs 
•by Factories Division (FacD) 
•at AR Cs or FacD. 

Periodic review 
An important feature included in the Joint 
d1scuss1ons leading to the introduction of 
AR Cs was to ensure a fair sharing of work 
between AR Cs and FacD. This will be done 
through Joint, periodic, reviews of workloads. 

Future aims 
The increasing appl1cat1on of 
microprocessors and other LSI-based 
systems, will lead to more automatic fault 
f1nd1ng techniques, replacing elaborate and 
time consuming manual methods. We shall 
see more and more automatic software 
controlled test systems (A TS) introduced, 
accompanied by necessary staff trai n1ng. 
Another development 1s likely to be the 

introduction of computer-based information 
systems into AR Cs. These will allow data to 
be collected and processed for such purposes 
as: 
•unit fault histories 
•component fault data 

•repeat faults - identifying 'rogue' units 
•management control information 
•data for the Joint reviews 
e locat1ng units following repair. 

Sharing resources 
To make full use of available resources, 1t 1s 
probable that many AR Cs will provide 
fac1l1t1es to Works Groups, for example, 
programming PRO Ms 111 customer apparatus 
before 1nstallat1ori. An ARC may also help, 
for instance, a TO on PABX maintenance 
duties deal111g with a particularly troublesome 
fault. He could take part 111 the testing and 

repairing to give greater Job-satisfaction and 
more confidence 111 the plug-111 unit itself. 

In developing the new policy, account has 
been taken of the need to meet compet1t1011 
from a variety of sources, both specialist and 
general. Provided the fac1l1t1es are used in a 
practical and economic way, we should have 
a widely d1str1buted, speedy and highly 
professional repair capabil1ty-w1th a degree 
of technical competence that few could 
match. Bearing in mind that all modern 
electronic equipment is based upon the 
printed-circuit board, the scope for these 
centres is considerable. 
01-739 3464 Ext 7695 



Serviee triangle helps Midland 
reaeh PCA 25 target 
by Jeff Jones MTR/SM 4.3 

Customers often become frustrated 
and annoyed if they have to listen to 

more than 25 seconds of ring-tone 

when attempting to report faults to 
'151 '.So the speed of answering is 

important. PCA25-the percentage of 

'151' calls answered in 25 seconds -is 
the method used for measuring this 
performance. A device known as the 
'Service Triangle' helped Midland 

Region appreciate that the Direct 
Reporting (DR) Repair Service 
Controls (RSCs)-the first point of 

customer contact- are only one 
component in the repair service 
organisation. The dramatic 

improvements achieved in PCA25 at 

two Birmingham RSCs-using 

different methods -demonstrate 

how each component in the service 
triangle played its part. 

The service triangle 
For a completely satisfactory iepa1r service. 

the system -depicted by the triangle - must 
be closed at A. B a11d C. This means that 
communication. d1scuss1on and agreement 
should be maintained between the parties 
concerned, for example: 

-at A senior management determines the 
quality of customer service to be provided 
by considering 

The service triangle 

-:) 
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@"------------""© 
Staff Staff Individuals 
Associations 

•our historic performance 
•reaction of customers through POUNC. 

Government and media 
•other telecornmu111cat1ons organ1sat1ons' 

perfom1ance 
•overall f111ancial strategy 

-at B targets are set and agreement 
1·eached 011 local arra11geme11ts necessa1·y 
to achieve them 

-at C agieed level of se1v1ce provided to 

the customer on a day-to-day basis 1s 
measured by performance. 

Target achievement 
After region and area management had 

expressed concern at the PCA 25 
performance in Birmingham Area. one 
solution considered was the '151 'call 
d1str1but1on system (CDS). With CDS, '151' 
calls are presented 1n sequence to each test 
desk and can also form queues with 
1nd1cat1ons at each pos1t1on. The system, 
which 1s stand aid fo1 the new modular-type 
test desk. was examined by area 
management and staff representatives at an 
RSC already using 1t with 56-type test desks. 
As a result. talks were held at the two RSCs 
involved in the improvement plans. RSC 
staff. POEU representatives and local 
management decided to adopt a CDS for 
Northern RSC. but not for Midland RSC 
where a different plan was formulated. 

Northern RSC 
In providing a CDS. 1t was agreed that the 
package agreement would include· 
e 1mproved working cond1t1ons 
•rearranged attendance based on the shorter 

working week 
•a docket officer. 
A locally designed unit was built and 
111stalled. and the improvement 1n PCA 25 
performance was immediate -see graph. 
The RSC staff have also found additional 
benefits: 
•sharing of '1 51' reception duties between 

all test desk staff 
ethe cyclic d1str1but1on normally allows each 
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officer a definite minimum period between 
'1 51' calls 

reports would help with calls during busy 
periods A work mg system of 14 days every 
3 weeks was also agreed 111 return for a more 
conce11trated effort on '1 51' reception. No 
add1t1onal staff were introduced 111 this case. 

•by having '151 'call meters for each test 
desk pos1t1011, the arrangements can be 

seen to be working fairly. 

Midland RSC 
Here, it was agreed that the '1 51' reception 
should remain as before ?xcept that the 
staff normally deal mg with public call office 
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CDS for all RSCs 
The g1·aphs compare the performa11ce of the 
two RSCs. Northern RSC shows that 
fluctuation in PCA 25 performance is 

relatively 111dependent of input var1at1011s. 
Midland RSC have proved that ded1cat1011 
to the JOb can achieve the target, but 1t 1s 
d1ff1cult to mamta111 such an effort during 
times of high fault 1nc1de11ce. Nevertheless, 
the changes made at the two RSCs have 
demo11st1ated that each method produced 
successful results. Much of the improvement 
can be attributed to the w1ll111gness of staff 
to use new schemes. It has now been decided 
lhat CDS will be 111stalled 1n all B1rm1ngham's 
RSCs. so that the berief1ts can be passed on 
directly to the custome1s. After all, by keep mg 
the 'service U1ar1gle' closed, everyone must 
benefit-let's keep it that way. 
021 -262 4448 

Care fora ehip! 
by Steve Plumb�� E; ES 5.4.1 

Quite a lot of advice has been written 
about how not to handle Integrated 

Circuits-especially those MOS (metal 
oxide on silicon) devices which, 
nowadays, are found in almost every 
equipment. Most of the advice given is 
about avoiding anti-static charge 
build-up which can be caused by 
incorrect manual handling. The correct 
techniques, using earthed work areas 
and so on, discharge the would-be 
damaging electric fields. MNBshed 
some light on this problem. Here is 
news of another troublesome 
mechanism. It will be of most interest 
to those who are employed on fault

finding and repair work. 



lreeze1 spr;1ys are ofteri used Im cool111g 
electrC1111c co111pcrne11ts-to help locate 
faults. Such spr·ays must 110 1011ge1 be used 
011 fVIOS devices. The cool;ml used-under 
the llade 11ames T1eu1112' ur 'Ar·ctori 12' -rs 
d1chlu1u-d1fl11u1u-rneth;111e, arid has beer1 
fo1111d tu be pus1t1vcly charried. Us111g 1h1s 
spr·ay cJuscs ii static cliarge burld-up 011 the 
111s1de uf the device lrd. vvhrch ca11 
p1,111ia11e11tly cum1pt the 1J11iary cliJtil stored 111 
the l11iy elements uf an l\llOS devrc:e. \JV1lh a11 
ultra-violet (UVJ erasalile p1og1arnrnal1le 
1ead-C111ly rnernory (EPROl\ll) 1t has been 
fou11cl tlwt cxpos111c1 a c:mrupted device to 
UV 11ght fur a few succrncls 111 a11 EPROl\ll 
erase1 c;rn sornet1rnes restC11e rt to its u11g111al 
data 011L111cllu11. Gut this ca11110t be 
qua11t1f1ed iilld 1s riot 1cco1nrne11ded as a 
sol11t1011 lo the �Je11e1al problern. 

lf you observe a s1rn1lar tre11d 111 corrupted 
EPHOl\lls or uthe1 l\llOS devices rernernber to 
check for J com111C111 process that could be 
causing static charge to be lJurlt-up 111 the 
devices. Afte1· all. someone discovered the 
'f1eeLe1 spray' effect by be111g 111qu1s1t1ve. 
07-739 3464Ext1697 

Radiopaging nationwide 
by Norman Brown l\llE/BS 5.2-3 

This article first describes the 

present services operated from 

proprietary control equipment-to be 
withdrawn from service in early 1981 
when the Radiopaging Service goes 
nationwide. We then deal in more 

detail with the new system. 
The first PO system -k11ow11 as the Tharnes 

Rad1opag111g Service. which uperied 1111973 
-serves an arna arou11d Read111g, Berkshire. 
A trral soo11 demonstrated the popularity of 
such a service wrth customers. a11d its 
f111a11cial v1ab1l1ty. Basically thrs system 
ope1·ates to a 10-drgrt 11urnber dialled from 
a 11ywhere 111 the UK. The first four drgrts 
(0072) route the call to paging control 
equipme11t (PCE) where the rema111111g 
drgrts 1de11tify a particular Rad1opagi11g 
receiver (pager) whrch is s1g11alled (bleeped) 
by a radro tra11srnissio11 of the pager's u111que 
code. 011 hear111g the bleep, the customer 
takes some prn-arra11ged act1011, such as 
pho11111g hrs offrce or home to obta111 a 
message. 

The Read111g-based service rs limited to 
about 3000 customers. but soon after rt 
opened, it became possible to obta111 
100 000 code capacity pagers a11d co11trol 
equipme11t-so, i11 December1976. the 
service was extended to Lo11do11. 

London and the City-wide services 
llie Lc111dcrn PCI:: has 1ecur1lly expanded 

capacity from 20000 lo 100000. a11d rs 

accessed by the STD code 0073. Srx further 
d1g1ts are then absmbed by one of the rna11y 

111put data sets whrch co11ve1t 'Strowger' 
pulses to a b111ary-coded decimal (BCD) 
forrn, suitable for the PCE's rnrr11computer. 
Customers' pagr11g codes and service 
1equ1re111e11ts are retrieved from a drsc store 

arid. when the PCE receives a valrd number, 
lhe caller hears "Paging call accepted". After 
a short rriterval. the pag111g call rs released 
fru111 a queue and t1ar1s1111tted 111 b111ary furm 
over a data li11k to a zone tra11sm1tter 
cur1l1uller (ZTC). The ZTC switches 011, 
1110111lors the operatrori uf the tra11sm1tters. 
and curiverts the data 11110 the radro 
s1g11all111g codes required to operate pagers 

of d1ffore11t ma11ufacturers' types and code 
furrnats. Duplicated 4-wrre circuits car1·y the 
pager 1de11t1t1es frrnn the ZTC to modems at 
eilch base stat1011 transrnrtter. the 1111es bei11g 
dclcl'/-equal1sed to erisure that the 

trClr1sr111tters modulate 111 phase. Solid-state 
lra11s11i1lters provide up to 1 OOW of rad10-
frequer1cy power arid s1111ulta11eously radiate 
a frequericy shrft key1r1g (fsk) sig11al 111 the 

1 5 0 1\11 Hz b a 11 d. N 111 e of these base s tat 1o11 s 
cover the Greater Lcrndo11 zone. 

The trar1srn1ss1011 of Dile call takes about 
0.25 seconds. arid rs senl as 011e of a batch 
fur a part1cula1 type of pager. Fm a small fee. 
customers may opt for a seco11d 'address' -
us111�J a11 altematrve telephone access 
11umbe1 ·-tu give Cl d1ffern11t bleep from the 
page1. Thrs allows r:L,stomers to dist111gu1sh. 
say, between a call from home or office. The 
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latest type of pager 1dent1f1es its code in only 
0.07 seconds. and operates on the PO Code 
Standardisation Advisory Group (POCSAG) 
code-agreed with industry as a UK 
standard for the new nationwide service. 
This code is freely available for use by any 
organ1sat1011 and 1s attracting world-wide 
interest. 

Whrle equrpment forthe national service 
was being developed. it was decided to 
make use of the spare capacity of the London 
PCE to oper·ate transmitters in seven 
add1t1011al cities: Birmingham. Manchester. 
Liverpool. Bristol, Cardiff. Glasgow and 
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Aberdeen. So since Aprrl 1980 by paying a 
little extra. customers have been able to 
e11JOY a 'roaming' service. To achieve this. 
the London ZTC was adapted using a 
special sw1tchi ng unit to time-sequence its 
output to all 27 base station transmitters 
serving these cities. Calls are queued in the 
PC E for each city destination. a header code 
sett111g the ZTC-to-base-statron dest1nat1on 
switch (Fig 1) 

National Radiopaging Service 
At the turn of this year the City-wide 
services wrll be t1ansfe1·red to the first of five 

<>---8 City 8 
Transmitter 

City 
destination 
switch 

(Under processor 
control) 

Contr. 
A 

control systems code-named PACE which, 
col lectrvely, wrll provide capacity for 0. 5 
mrllron paging 11umbers. THO has designed 
a new control system - s1 milar to that used 
for Prestel-based on GEC 4070 processors. 
which will give: 
•routeing of paging calls from the PSTN 

to the nearest PACE 
• tra nsfe1 of calls over an 1 nter-PACE 

network 
• convers1011 of pager codes in an encoder 

forming part of PACE. each operat111g eight 
ZTCs remotely located 111 the eight zones 
served by each PACE 1nstallat1on 



F1g2 UK Zone map 
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Radiopaging- Page service 
areas 

• PACE 

A. ZTC 

• 40 service zones which, by tariff grading, 
allow customers to choose the zones in 
wh 1ch they req u1 re service -saving air 
transmission time 1n other zones. Fig 2 
shows these zones. 
W1th1n a zone, all transmitters are keyed 

simultaneously, but transmissions between 
zones are t1rne sequenced so that adjacent 
zones do not operate at the same time. This 
prevents radio 111terference around the zone 
boundaries, as zones radiate differing traffic 
patterns dependent 011 customers' 'roaming' 
requirements. Time sequencing causes a loss 
of air time, but th1s can be made up by 
alternat1 ng adjacent zones between two 
radio frequencies (Fig 3). Whether or not all 
transmitters will be equipped with this 
second channel depends very much on the 
number of prov1nc1al users wishing to pay 
for roaming into London-where air time 
will be at a premium. 

System outline 

The main elements are shown 111Fig4: 
_j the telephone line interface equipment 

(TLI E)-designed by THQ and made by 
Factories Division- provides 210 input 
units, enough to cope with peak paging 
traffic -normally 10.30 to 11.30 every 
morning. It converts the six 'Strowger' 
d1g1ts, following the national 0073 access 
code, into BCD form for computer 
processing; provides supervisory codes, 
and the "paging call accepted" message. 
A 2-tier multiplex arrangement gives a 
reduced grade of service should unit 
failure occur. 

Ll the paging call processor (PCP) 
comprises 'active' and 'standby' GEC 
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4070 processors, each with 4M byte 
drums holding duplicate data on at least 
100000 paging numbe1s. Updating of 
customers' f1 les, se1v1ce zo11e 
requ11e111ents and so 011, ca11 be done from 
up to 32 re111otely-located Radiopag1ng 
Centres using visual display units (VDUs). 
Each PCP has a 256k byte store which 

holds data on calls passing through the 
system such that the standby unit can 
take over at any time without loss of 
paging calls. 

For each pager call, the PCP . 
•accesses the drum store for customer 

status 
•tells the TLI E which message 1s to be given 

to the caller; fo1 example "paging call 
accepted" 

•outputs data 011 the pager type i.llld 1de11t1ty 

• i11d1cates the zorie 111 which the call is to be 
t1a11sm1tted. 

Calls for each pager type are batched. 
This 1rn11ir111ses loss of a1r t1111e 111 the 
transr111ss1011 of pieambles which are 
11ecessary for cur1 eel uperat1011 of the pager's 
call detector-- a device that p1eve11ts the 
battery eco110111y c1rcu1t uperat111g du11ng 
receipt of calls. 
:�I the er1code1s-at the output end of PACE 

- contain rrncroprucessors which cU1we1t 
the parallel data g1v111g the pag111g 
1de11t1t1es received from the PCP. 11110 the 
furin of serial data 1equ1red by the three 
different types of pager. rwelve s1r111la1 
encoder units il1e used, since PACc se1ves 
CJ inax1111u111 of eight ZTCs i.lt a11y one 
time. with four available for 'hot' sta11dlJy 
use. As well as code ge11eratio11, ericoders 
supe1vise the operation of tlie ZTCs and 
their depe11de11t transmitters, s1g11all111g 
back tu the processor a11y fault, which 
then CJppears as a priritout with an 
appropriate alarin. 

1 i the zone transmitter controller (ZTC) 1s 
situated near the ce11t1e of the eight 
PACE-controlled zo11es. f'rom each ZTC, 
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4-w11e c1rcu1ts 1adiate to each base
stat1on tra11s1rntte1 i.md ca1ry the data frorn 
the encoder to key up and select the radio 
cha1111el for eacl1 t1a11s1111tte1 111 the zone. 
If a tra11s1111tte1 fails tu iespund, the ZTC 
switches tu ;rn alternative l111e connected 
to the secoiid t1 ilnsm1tter at the base 
stall on, and sends iln alarm bcick to the 
PACE. So that all transrrntters 1n the zone 
modulilte 1n phase, Hie l111e co1111ect1011s 



are specially delay-equalised using a 
5mi111secor1d delay-line tapped to the 
nearest 50m1croseconds. The mon1tor111g, 
sw1tch1ng and supervisory functions are 
all microprocessor controlled, and a ZTC 
1s capable of ope1at1ng up to 24 base 
stat1011s. After the 1r11t1al setting-up phase. 
the ZTC becomes 'transparent' to the 
paging 1dent1t1es from the encoder which 
then pass directly to the base station. 
Should a fJult occur. an alarm is raised. 
and the encoder switches from the 'active' 
ZTC to the standby. 

- each base stat1011 has two transmitters. 
with controllers and power units housed 
on a rack 73B. The transmitter 1s a binary 
fsk 1 OOW solid-state design, powe1ed 
from a 28v 1ect1f1er which also feeds the 
logic c1rcu1try. A 1200 b1t/s modem 
inte1·faces the line from the ZTC to each 
transrrntter controller and conveys data 
111 the range 400-512 b1t/s depending 
on the type of pager being signalled. Most 

base stations have a 6 dB col1near aerial. 
which is switched to the transmitter in 
use. The normal effective radiated power 
(erp) l1rrnt is 1 OOW, the transmitters being 
adjusted to provide this after aerial gain 
and feeder loss have been taken into 
account. 

Paging receivers 
Thousa11ds of proprietary pagers are already 
1n use on the c1ty-w1de scheme, and conform 
to spec1f1ed sens1t1v1ty, out-band rejection 

of unwa11ted signals. battery consumption 
a11d ruggedness. The encoders 111 the 11ew 
national system will be able to signal them 
using their particular coding formats. But for 
future supplies, the POCSAG code is 
mandatory-the chief att1ibutes being that it 
1s faster a11d has a much larger code capacity 

(2 mill1crn), i.lllow111g each pager to have a 
potential of four addresses d1st111gu1shed by 
different bleeps 

Radiopaging centres - RPCs 
Staff 111 these centres issue ;md replace 
faulty pagers and making changes to zone 
coverage, at customers' request. On issuing 
a pager. a VDU 1s used to feed appropriate 
data to the drum store 111 PACE. Such 
111format1011 comprises of a paging number 
(PN), a radio identity (RI), thezone(s) 
of coverage required, and further PNs/Rls 
rf the customer requires a second paging 
address. The customer may also be one of 
a group of users -up to 99 111 number -where 
one address can be used as a 'group call' 
fac1lrty. After the data 1s input. the pager 1s 
tested a11d posted to the customer. although 
an over-the-cou11ter service rs sometimes 
possible. Faulty pagers are either posted to 
the RPC. or handed in, when an rmmediate 
replacement 1s issued. The replacement RI 
rs rnput to the PACE together with the PN 
which remains the same for customer 
corwen1e11ce. 

Maintenance 
Each part of the system -for example the 
PACE. ZTC or base station-will usually 
be maintained by a spec1al1st who wrll also 
have a general understandrng of the system. 
Some var1at1011s will occur. especially in the 
five zones 111 which the PACE installation 
happens to be. and where the ZTCs are 
co-located with PAC Es. 

At present the hardware is be111g installed. 
docume11tat1011 produced. and initial training 
planned for maintenance staff this autumn. 
POTTC. Stone. are preparing formal 
tra111111g courses on the ZTC and transmitter 
as well as g1v111g a general system 
appreciation. It 1s hoped to start these early 
Ill 1 981. 

Tra111111g on the TLIE, PCP and encoder 
w1l I need to be at a PACE location. In it1al ly 
this will be done at Burne House. Edgware 
Road, London. where PACE 1 1s installed. 
A development system 1s also available 
alongside PACE 1 which will be retained for 
future development work and training 
purposes. Further tra1111ng courses are being 
pla 11 ned for the staff who will be involved 
111 mainta1111ng PAC Es 2-5. located 111 
Birmingham. Edinburgh, Manchester and 
Bristol. 
07-357 2567 
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What is an IEEE Bus'! 
by Ron Quinney NE/ES 5.4.3 

You can hardly open a catalogue of 
electronic test equipment nowadays 

without coming across the words 

"IEEE Bus Compatible". What does this 
mean? An explanation might be useful 

before reading the next article which 
deals with some new testers for line 

transmission use. 
Most test equ1prne11t can be class1f1ed 

either as signal sources- examples are 

osc1llators and pulse ge11erators. or measunng 
de vices-such as d1g1tal voltmeters and 

oscilloscopes. Until relatively recently, most 
test equipment designed for general use had 
to have range-changing, output-level 

adjustments, frequency setting, and so on, 
do11e manually. That was the only practical 
way of do111g th111gs. For some tests, these 

operations were laborious and often d1ff1cult 
to repeat with accuracy. Although 1t was 

possible to apply a degree of automation to 
some measurements- and much ingenuity 
has been used 1n the past-it 1s only s111ce the 

development of large scale integrated (LSI) 

circuits in the shape of rrncroprocessors on 

one silicon chip, that automatic test 
sequencing has blossomed. 

Standard test interface 
America's Hewlett-Packard (H-P) engineers 
are given credit for p1oposi11g the fost 
standard approach of coupl111g a variety of 

test instruments together by means of a 

multi-way cable under control of a central. 
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Simplified diagram showmg the app/1cation of IEEE Bus Compatible Test eqwpment 
to a gain /frequency response test of an amp/1lier 

01 maste1·. control unit They called their 

system 'The H-P Bus·. Why Bus ?Well, one 

way of looking at 1t is to rnga1·d the mult1way 
cable as a signal 'highway' which 
interconnects a number of items of 
equipment along its path using parallel 

cor111ect1ons -see diagram Signals (the 

passer1gers) can be put onto, and set down, 

at prescribed po111ts (the bus stops) or at 
predete1·m1ned times. under centl'al control. 

So. the expression 'bus system' was corned. 
Following the subrrnssio11 of the H-P 

proposals to the American l11st1tute of 
E:lectr1cal and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), 

an agreed nat1011al standard was 1ssued-
11urnber 488-whrch prescribed standard 

control. signal and d1g1tal interface 
requirements for automatic control and 

operation of electronic 1nstrumentat1on. 

Thus the IEEE 488 1 nterface -or the ' 1 triple E' 
bus-was born. 

Increasing usage 
As the ope111ng sentence of this article 



implies. many of the signal generators. 
oscillators. oscilloscopes and other test 
instruments today are IEEE Bus compatible. 
This means that automatic testing is possible 
with a suitable control unit or sequencer 
programmed to give the desired instructions. 
and coupled to the testers applied to the 
measuring process concerned. It is also 

possible with such systems to attach. say. a 
data printer to automatically record the 
measured quantities or to print-out an out
of-limits condition. 

The future of automatic test systems using 
the IEEE Bus has yet to be fully realised. but 
when any application is seen as being 
helpful-or indeed it could be the only· 

practicable solution to a measuring 
problem -THQ will let you know. On the 
other hand. you may identify a,n application 
which could help other staff-in which case 
let us know. 
07 -739 3464 Ext 7695 

New line transnaission test equipnaent 
by Tim Wright N E/T1 .3.3 
New testers are being introduced to keep 
pace with the changing demands on the 
transmission network- and the methods 
recommended for its performance 
measurement. Here. we look at the facilities 
offered by some of this new generation of 
test equipment. 

O 20 MHz Selective Level Measuring 
Sets 
Level Measuring Sets (LMS) 120 and 244A 
are the latest in the line of portable 20 MHz 
selective sets. They both feature: 
•auto-ranging down to -1 20 dBm 
•keyboard control for setting the frequency 
•digital displays of level and frequency 
e IEEE bus control capability (see previous 

article) 
• 240/11 Ov ac operation 
The LMS 244A (Fig 1) with its associated 
thermal printer (Printer 2A) and X-Y display 
(Display Unit 4A) is already in use. It differs 
from the LMS 120 in that it has the FDM line 
frequency plan programmed-in. This 
enables pilot levels. and channel and group 

Fig 1 Level measuring set 244A wich Printer 2A and Display Unic 4A 
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powers to be measured. simply by keying the 
number of the appropriate channel. group, or 
supergroup. Also. when in its semi
automatic mode. it can scan the pilot levels 
or channel powers of a complete 12 MHz 
system. giving automatic printout of the 
out-of-limits conditions using the thermal 
printer. The X-Y display may be used to 
provide a visual indication of the level at each 
point of a scan or spectrum sweep. 
The LMS 120 (the upper instrument in 
Fig 2) should be available by the end of 1 980. 
Like the LM S 244. it can measure pilot 
levels. and channel and group powers; but 
the user has to key-in or manually tune the 
instrument to the desired frequency. The 
frequency can be increased (for example. in 4 

kHz steps) by just one key-stroke. 

D 20 MHz Variable Frequency 

Oscillator 
A new portable 20 MHz variable frequency 
oscillator- called the Oscillator 1 68A- is 
being introduced. It supersedes the Oscillator 
111. and is the lower instrument in Fig 2. 
Being a companion oscillator to the LMS 
120. it features: 
•keyboard control for setting the output 

level and frequency 
•digital displays of output level and 

frequency 
e IEEE bus control capability 
• 240/11 Ov ac operation. 
The output may be set with 0.1 dB 
resolution to any level in the range+ 5 and 
- 70dBm. 
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Fig2 LMS 120 (top) and Oscillator 168A (bottom) 

Fig 3 Measuring Set 55A 



Fig 4 LMS 242A 

D 600 kHz Measuring Set 
Known as the Measuring Set 55A. this 
portable wideband selective LMS with a 
tracking oscillator output. is shown in Fig 3. 
It covers the frequency range 300 Hz to 61 2 
kHz. and has 75. 140 and 600 ohm balanced 
and unbalanced operating impedances with 
send levels extending from 0 to -70 dBm. 
and receive levels from+ 20 to -110 dBm. 
Tuning is achieved using a rotary control 
covering the complete range. the frequency 
being indicated on a digital display. 
Measurements of pilot levels and channel 
pbwers may be made by selecting the 
appropriate filter. A conventional meter is 
used to indicate the send or receive levels. 
The instrument may be operated from either 
a 240v ac supply or its internal rechargeable 
batteries. 

In addition to the Measuring Set 55A. 
which is already in use. separate LMSs and 
oscillators with the same facilities and 
performance - known as the LM S 1 OC and 

Oscillator 109C-should be available by the 
end of 19SO. 

D Programme Circuit Noise Meter 
The latest CCI R requirements for programme 
circuit noise measurements-CCI R 
Recommendation 46S-2 -meant that a new 
instrument was needed to replace the 
obsolescent LMS SA. which does not have 
the recommended response to bursts of tone. 
Also. the LMS SA had to be used with 
separate weighting networks and filters. 

The new portable programme circuit 
noise meter (Fig 4) is known as the LMS 
242A. and features: 
• unweighted. weighted. and weighted plus 

11 kHz low-pass filter measurement 
capacity-eliminating the need for external 
weighting networks or filters 

• 600 and 140 ohms through and terminated 
operating impedances 

• + 25 to - 90 dBm measurement range 
•battery powered (or a Power Unit 91 A) 

A rack mounted version -the LMS 243A
powered from 24v or 50v de supplies is also 
available. 

A list of all the transmission test 
equipment. both analogue and digital. for 
which N E/T1 .3.3. has the design 
responsibility. has been provided to all 
regions/boards. Further copies may be 
obtained from this group. 
01-357 3487 

Cleaner 
telephone 
e*ehanges 
by Laurie Child L TR/SV2.2.4B 

It is time that Buzby became aware 
that the Cinderella buildings can also 
be made into beautiful princesses! 
Nowadays, we have the techniques for 
controlling dirt entering our buildings, 
the means to remove particles of 
accumulated pollutants ( and rubbish) , 
and the work methods to maintain good 
environmental standards. 

Fifty-five per cent of our energy now 
comes from oil. Not so many years ago solid 
fuels. coal and coke. were burnt wastefully 
and the fumes and dust polluted the towns' 
atmosphere.Filtration removed dirt 
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particles from the air entering telephone 
bu1ld1ngs,but did not remove the smaller-sized 
pollutants from the combustion of 011-based 
fuels. With 1ntroduct1on of smokeless-zones 
came better combustion of both coal and 
oil-based fuels, which effectively reduced the 

size of pollutants emitted. The last decade 
saw the 'Golden Age' of cheap oil and its 
increased use in heavy manufacturing 
processes as well as for heating and 
transport needs. I 11 larger towns and cities, 
and areas adjacent to major trur1k routes, new 
sizes of pollutant- between one and three 
micrometres- became the main source of 
air-borne dirt. To filter this type of polluta11t 
mechanical membranes need to be highly 
eff1c1e11t. Although many of our a1r
cond1t1or1111g plants are inadequate for this 
purpose they can be effectively modified. 

The future wrll bring the development of 
new energy sources, and the g1eater use of 
old sources such as coal for heating and 

1ndustr1al purposes. But for at least the next 
100 years transpurt will rema111 the major 

user of 011, though we should expect more 
eff1cie11t use of the fuel from improved engine 
performance and lighter vehicle design. 

With electronic telephone exchanges 
filters wr II remove the larger fibrous rnater;als 

of three micrometers and above but 1t 1s 
possible that the much smaller traffic 
pollution will be passed through. The 

electrical char:1cte1ist1cs of settled pollutants 
under these conditions may change and 
become semi-conductive instead of no11-
co11duct1ve, and affect the long-term 
performance of the equipment rn, say, 1 5 

years trme. 
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Exchanges suffer from three major sources 

of pollution: 
efrom air used for cooling, and air 

refreshment 
efoot-borne dirt brought in from outside 
•pollutants shed by staff with 1 n the bui ld1 ng 

To deal effectively with air-borne 
pollution a bu1ld1ng's air-f1ltrat1on plant 
should match the external conditions. Levels 

of pollution alter very dramatically from one 
burldrng location to another, a fact which 
can be verified by mo111toring each site. 
A portable particle counter, available but not 
in general use, is best for this. Such an 
111strument can also be used to measure the 

effectiveness of the arr plant and cleaning 
schemes used 111 an exchange, and will 
quickly show rf and where environmental 

standards are farlrng to reach acceptable 
levels. 

Geography and size make London Region 
unique. It lies within a shallow basin, 
covered by a layer of cold arr which traps 
much of the pollution produced by heating 
and transport. Throughout the year a 
fountain-effect in air circulation distributes 
pollutants evenly 1n the region. Dirt deposits 
111 the outer telephone areas in warmer 
months, and 1n inner areas in cooler months. 
The overall effect 1s that London is three 

times dirtier than the national average. 
Dr rt brought rn by feet can be reduced 

easily by using mats at all entrances to 

burldrngs. Generally the larger PVC-backed 
coir mats are recommended for grit control 
and PVC-backed nylon mats for wiping 
wet shoes. For very small telephone buildings 
a PVC-backed nylon mat serves both 

purposes. These mats should be cleaned 

regularly with a vacuum cleaner. Other 
PVC-backed nylon mats should also be 
placed near internal doors, under test desk 
pos1t1ons, work bench areas, and so on. 
But these mats are provided to prevent 
damage to the more frequently used areas -
not as a form of dust control. 

Anti-static 

StatZap-a new PVC-backed nylon mat-is 

being introduced where electro-static 
problems exist. Similar in appearance and 
cost to others, 1t has a surface of carbon 
filaments which reduce build-up of electro
static charge on staff. The mat will be 
suitable for polished and carpeted floors and 
will be placed near exits and other problem 
areas. These mats must not be moved from 
their pos1t1ons. Non-static vinyl flooring 1s 
now lard at new electronic installations. An 
1 mportant po1 nt with th 1s, and any si m1 lar 

flooring 1s that it must not be polished 
otherwise its anti-static properties are lost. 

In a building the amount of pollutant 
fibre shed from clothing can be limited by 
using Terylene-based materials. Since such 
controls are not possible, it is necessary to 
restrict access to protected areas, such as 
apparatus rooms, to authorised staff. Using 
protected areas as through-ways to other 
parts of buildings should be discouraged. 

Despite cleaning and controls, dirt will 
still accumulate with passage of time. So 
cleaning methods are required which remove 
but do not recirculate this' dirt, and cleaning 
materials are needed which do not add to the 
pollution problem. The traditional methods 
of clea111 ng -still included in some of our 

instructions- have shown themselves to be 



inadequate. They were based on the concept 
of a common postal and telecommunications 
clean1 ng policy which disregarded the 
differing needs of the two Businesses. 

New scheme 

LTR - helped by THO. SETR and others-has 
introduced a new cleaning scheme which 
involves: 
•removing accumulated pollution from 

protected areas 
•producing a pleasing environment for 

welfare rooms in telephone buildings. 
Full cooperation from resident staff and 
management 1s essential for the new scheme's 
success. as much depends on the initial 
renovation by visiting, mobile. cleaning 
teams. Th is initial cleaning - planned to 

cause minimum disruption to normal 
working- produces a high standard of 
cleanliness. easing subsequent maintenance. 
The new cleaning techniques are very 
different from the apparently adequate 
methods established over many years. Also. 
the new scheme-formed of a number of 
parts -needs to be used wholly. 

When a building has been renovated, staff 
find that the new standards are the only 
acceptable ones. Maintaining these 
standards requires some self-discipline in 
helping to keep the building clean-for 
example, by 
•remembering to use waste-bins 
•not cluttering work areas 
•tiding away tools, steps and so on 

•not dragging heavy items across polished 

Snaall e�ehange replaeenaent 
-the Scottish solution 
by Alex Dewar STB/S1 .3.3 

Policy for the modern 1sat1on of telephone 
exchanges is to phase out by 1 995 

all Strowger-type exchanges with a 
projected multiple size of 600 or more 
connections at that time. Such a course of 
action-without a stated policy on the 
replacement of small exchanges-would be 
potentially disastrous for STB. STB has 
about 670 unit auto and small auto 
exchanges which would have had no 
prospect of replacement by more modern 
systems until a variant of the System X 

family of exchanges became available. As 
this would be some time 1n the future the 
problem caused concern to the region for 
two reasons: 
[]even when the System X small exchange 

variant arrived, and assuming a 

replacement rate of four exchanges a 
month. 1t would take about 1 5 to 20 years 
to complete the modernisation 
programme. 

[J the poor service given by many of the 

older UAXs could fall below an 
acceptable level in the longer term. 

floor surfaces-scars look unsightly and 
may be permanent 

•mopping-up spilled liquids-also a safety 
hazard 

•using an ashtray if you smoke 
The new finishes are safer than many of 
the old ones. and staff will find that-when 
working at floor level or at the top of racks -
they will remain surprisingly clean and not 

become covered 1n dirt. 
Many tasks. such as selector-bank 

cleaning and lubr1cat1on. can be reduced in 
frequency following the renovation and 
regular maintenance cleaning of an 
exchange. Equipment reliab1l1ty also 
1 mproves. 
01-587 7975 

For these main reasons STB and THO 

considered whether an interim solution was 
possible. Eventually an agreed strategy was 
evolved. In essence this called for evaluation 
of the facilities offered by all small 
proprietary exchanges currently in 
production. In the event two small exchanges 
were selected as most suitable. 
e The GEC RS (Rural System) 22. 

•The Plessey ERS (Electronic Reed Small). 
Both were proven systems. but the 

Plessey ERS exchange needed some 
engineering to adapt it to meet our 
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requirements. 
Good performance has been obtained 

from an export demonstration RS22 
exchange installed for GEC at Clipston. 
Leicestershire. and preliminary results of 
the modified Plessey (PTL) ERS exchange 
at Wigtown are promising. So much so that a 
decision has now been taken to purchase 24 
small electronic exchanges-12 RS22 and 12 
ERS. 

Description 
D G EC RS22- now called the UXE7 

caters for 50-500 lines housed 1n racks 
either 8' 6" or 6' 6" high, by 3' wide and 2' 
deep. One rack has all the equipment for 
50 lines (excluding the MD F).Two racks 
are required for 100 lines. increasing to six 
6' 6" high racks for 500 lines. 

'.:] PTL ERS now called the UXES also 
caters for 50-500 lines. It 1s related to the 
PTL PEN TEX family of exchanges. 
The racks are 7' 8" high, by 3' wide and 
1' 1 O" deep. Each rack houses equipment 
for 100 lines. 

Equipment 1n both exchanges 1s similar 
in appearance and construction to TXE2. 
Reed relays are used in the sw1tch1ng matrix 
and the cards are of the sl1de-i n -unit type 
also found in TXE2-1n fact the RS22 B unit 
is a TXE2 C unit. Inter-rack cab Ii ng rests on 
bearers forming part of the racks and 1s 
mainly pi ug ended. Apart from battery feeds 
and cilbles to the M DF there is little cabling 
external to the racks. 

The exchanges are comm1ss1oned as 
working units before leaving the factory, are 
delivered as a package and installed by 
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regional staff. The exchanges perform all the 
functions of the replaced UAX/SAX and 
provide a number of ildd1t1onal facilities 1n 
keeping with up-to-date rnqu1rements. 

Buildings and power 
UXE exchanges should be accommodated 1n 
standard Class 11 buildings, but all existing 
timber bu1ld1ngs will be replaced by modern 
'B1 ·brick. Those exchanges designated as 
Maintenance Repair Centres will also be 'B1 · 
brick but extended by two metres. 

As with other electronic switching 
systems, the UXE7 and UXE8 exchanges 
require a high standing load current making 
1t impracticable to use batteries as the only 
form of standby power. Therefore diesel 
generators will be fitted as standard. But the 
new UXE equipment occupies less floor 
space than equivalent UAX racks. so the 
engine sets can be located within a Class 
11 building. An acoustic hood will be fitted to 
reduce the noise level - a departure from 
normal practice. The new power plants have 
been numbered 235 and 440. 

Locations 
To ease staffing and future training 
problems-and to reduce the holdings of 
stores and spare units-the UXE7 and UXE8 
will replace discrete groups of exchanges in 
remote parts of Aberdeen and Scotland West 
Telephone Areas. The table lists the 
exchanges involved and the map shows their 
approximate locations. 

Training 
Initially, courses for STB regional staff are 
being given by the manufacturers. Later 

training will probably be arranged by areas in 
association with the Regional Engineering 
Training Group. 

Maintenance organisation 
UXE7 and UXE8 systems are designed to 
function as unattended exchanges in the 
same manner as the UAX/SAX they replace. 
But because of their superior design features 
a new maintenance approach is being 
adopted. Fault print-out information will be 
signalled over a traffic circuit to a point 
convenient for the local maintenance officer. 
This point can be located at the GSC or a 
nominated UXE7 /UXE8 where a printer will 
record the fault information. Header codes 
are to be used to identify originating 
exchanges. Thus. the local maintenance officer 
will be able to watch over his group of 
exchanges and. by analysing fault patterns. 
plan his daily itinerary accordingly. In 
addition to the remote printer each exchange 
has a local on-line printer to record fault 
1nformat1on. This printer permits on-site 
testing and 1dentif1cation of individual 
malfunctioning units. 

If a faulty plug-in unit 1s found it should be 
replaced by a locally-held spare to restore 
immediate service. The faulty unit should 
then be set aside for repair. Selected spare 
units for the less sensitive areas in the 
exchange will be retained at the Maintenance 
Repa1 r Centre as reserves for a group of 
exchanges. 



'�c1 
g[,• 0 Map M a1 ntenance 

Ref Exchange Type Centre Remote Print-out 

Aultbea UXE7 

Badachro UXE7 Badachro Gairloch TXK1 
D1abeg UXE7 

Pool ewe UXE7 
Torridon UXE7 

Boat of Garten UXE7 
Cairngorm UXE7 

•Edinburgh Carrbr1dge UXE7 
2 Dulna1n Bridge UXE7 Grantown-on-Spey TXK1 

K1ncra1g UXE7 
Nethybr1dge UXE7 Nethybr1dge 

Newtown more UXE7 

Barr UXES 
Barrhlll UXES 
Ballantrae UXES 

3 Dallly UXES Dallly Girvan TXK1 
Lendalfoot UXES 
Pinwherry UXES 

Bargrennan UXES 
Cree town UXES 

4 Garl1esto11 UXES Newton StewartTXK1 
K1rkinner UXES 

PortW1ll1am UXES 
W1gtown UXES Wigtown 

5 Glenkind1e UXD5 
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Repairs 
The repair of faulty cards or plug-in-units 
will be effected at one of three locations: 
e On site 
eAt the UXE7 /UXE8 exchange in the local 

maintenance officer's load designated the 
'Maintenance Repair Centre'. 

eAt the Edinburgh Area Repair Centre. 
A full technical back-up will also be 
provided by STB/HQ Service Division for 
elusive faults and c1rcu1t design defects. 

Maintenance aids and testers are provided 
appropriate to the locations. For example, 
an oscilloscope is supplied for a group of 
exchanges and will be held at the 
"Maintenance Repair Centre· until required 
at an exchange in that group. 

Looking to the future 
Since the decision to purchase the UXE7 
and UXES exchanges was taken, the public 
exchange variant of the Monarch 120 Call 
Connect System, designated UXD5, has 
emerged as a practical solution for replacing 
small exchanges. The prototype is now 
undergoing a feasib1l1ty study at Glenkind1e, 
Aberdeen and a further nine UXD5s. now 
being assembled in PE/Factories Div1s1on. 
are to be installed in Scotland, for 
evaluation, during 1980-81. The Plessey 
Company are also involved, and will provide 
a replacement for the prototype early next 
year. 1 n the longer term a System X variant 
for small exchanges will be provided to meet 
national needs. So 1t is unlikely that any 
additional UXE7 and UXE8s will be 
purchased. 
031-222 2585 
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How the Isle of Man 
solved a prolllena 
by Bob Farish NWTB/IM51 

This contribution was prompted by 
the article in MN15 describing an 
Automatic System of Surveillance 
Equipment for Transit (ASSET). 

In the Isle of Man (non-Director) the 
s1tuat1011 regarding transit traffic 1s similar 
to that 111 Scotland, in that most of the 
N at1onal Number Group ( N NG) codes used 
are routed over circuits us1 ng SS M F2. 

Th·e method used for 1nform111g us about 
a serv1ce-affect1ng d1ff1culty on an M F2 
route was far from satisfactory. This was 
because reports came from the Auto
Manual Centre (AMC) aftersufficient 
customers had complained. So we decided 
to do someth:ng to speed-up the detect1011 of 
such d1ff1cult1es. 

The Quality of Service (OOS) on c1rcu1ts 
us111g M F2 can be determined from the 
number of repeat attempts which take place. 
We found a reasonably effective method of 
checking thrs was to 111stall a panel consisting 
of lamps on each seizure (PC) lead, and each 
repeat attempt (RP) lead. of the Multr 
Frequency Sender Receivers (M FSRs) rn the 
exchange. Each of these leads was connected 
via a diode to a lamp No. 2/45v-the lamps 
being fitted 1n standard 20-way lamp strips, 
together with 20-way pck strips. This 
showed the status of each M FS R at a glance, 
as well as allowing a convernent audio 
mo111tori11g point. The panel was cabled 
directly to a nearby U11it IDF. 

The main disadvantage of th1s method was 
that a member of the maintenance staff had 
to watch repeat attempt signals so that 
act1011 could be taken if the failure rate 
became excessive. If no member of staff was 
available the method could not be used. The 
answer was to install a form of automatic 
monitoring system with an alarm. We also 
decided to fit re-settable meters which 
would give a ru11ni11g total of the M FS R 
seizures and repeat attempts. The f1tt1ng of 
these meters proved more d1ff1cult than 
ant1c1pated. In periods of heavy MF2 traffic 
the seizure meter-which 1s wired via an 
array of diodes -never released. This was 
overcome by prov1d1ng a pulse unit in each 
PC lead, to give a pulse to a monitoring unit 
9A each time the PC lead is earthed on an 
MF SR. The monitoring unit 9A then 
operates a high speed relay which steps the 
meter. We have found that M FS R seizures 
not closer than 30ms apart, will be registered 
on the meter-quite adequate in practice. 

The automatic monitoring system which 
was devised-Repeat Attempt Monitor 
(RAM) -consists of a uni selector No. 4 and a 

few relays. These count the number of 
repeat attempts in a spec1f1ed period, give 
an alarm if a spec1f1ed number 1s reached, or 
'home' if the period expires. The number of 
failures given. and the period, were 
dete1Trnr1ed by experiment. An inhibit signal 
1s grven to RAM if the Multi Frequency Test 



Unit (MFTU) 1s in use. 
At any time of the day an 1nd1cat1on of the 

failure-rate is immediately obtainable by 
ref em rig to the two meters. Together with 
the existing call count and repeat attempt 
meters on each MFSR. remedial action can 
be taken 1f any M FS R should become 
suspect. or 1f outgoing circuits should 
become faulty, before the QOS is too 

seriously affected. 
An earlier idea to provide a means of 

decoding and displaying the 2-out-of-5 DC 
signals to an M FSR. was shelved some time 
ago. We resurrected it following STB's 
ASSET article. After consultation with ASSET 
designers. further thought was given to 

building a simplified version of their 

equipment. 
We have recently completed it, using 

mainly surplus equipment, and some 
assorted items from recovered equipment. It 
gives a visual display of the ABC digits 
stored during the setting up of a transit call, 
and prints out the stored digits 1f a repeat 
attempt occurs. Access to an M FS R is given 
by 'polling' each M FS R in turn by uniselector. 
An ind1cat1on 1s given, in addition to RAM, 
of where suspect plant may lie. and gives 
maintenance staff at least some idea of what 
is happening on live calls. It is now being 
evaluated but seems to be working 
reasonably well within its obviously limited 

Prestel in London 
by Andrew Sheill L TR/SV801 
The network 
Until September 1979 only an experimental 
Prestel service based on a computer at 
Gresham Street operated 1n London. 
lnformat1011 Providers (IPs) and Users both 
accessed the same machine. 

Following the trial, a public Prestel 
service opened 111 L TR with I Ps accessing 
an up-date machine at Clerkenwell and 

Users accessing a retrieval machine at Fleet. 
By the end of January 1 980. three more 

retrieval machines had been added at Wood 
Green. Ealing and Eltham Sector Switching 
Centres (SSCs). 

At each Information Retrieval Centre 
(I R C) the mach 1 ne holds a store of the 

complete information available. This 
information 1s kept up-to-date by 4.8 kb1t/s 
data links from the Up-Date Centre ( U DC) at 
Clerkenwell. Each of the I RCs has been 
code named for public use. 
• Clerkenwell - DU KE 
e Fleet BYRON 
eWood Green- JUNIPER 
e Ealing ATLAS 
eEltham VIGILANT 
I R C' s have also been opened in the prov1 nces 
e B1rm1ngham - KEATS and DICKENS 
e Edinburgh SCOTT and BURNS 
e Manchester - ARKWRIGHT and 

WORDSWORTH 
By the end of 1980, LTR will have opened 
new I RCs at 

capabil1t1es. 

Acknowledgements to STB whose 
enthusiasm prompted the 'knocking 
together' of this equipment. 
0624 27508 

Footnote from NE/ES9.3.4. 

LTR have produced a Repeat Attempt 
Counting Equipment (RACE) which may be 
provided in other regions 1f supply problems 
on parts can be overcome. RACE provides 
an alarm condition if a predetermined 
percentage of repeat attempts 1s exceeded on 
a Sender/Receiver. Each RACE equipment 
covers ten Sender Receivers. 
07-432 7364 

Croydon 
Kingston 
Baynard House 
llford 
N. Paddington 
A Closed User Group (CUG) Centre at 
N 1 ne El ms 1s due to open in December. 
(A C U G is a group of Prestel pages which 
can only be accessed by users specified by 

the IP.) 
The main function of Croydon I RC will be 

to serve Luton. Reading, Sevenoaks and 
Brighton over 4.8 kbit/s Data pi ex links. 

User access 
Prestel terrrnnals have an inbuilt modem 
arid autodial programmed to produce two 
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alternative calling numbers g1v1ng access to 
two I RCs. Some early models with only 
one call111g number are st1ll 1n use. 

Or1g111ally these autodials produced the 
seven d1g1t numers- nine if outside London -

for routeing calls to the Byron I RC. Now. 
short d1all111g codes are used to route calls 
via the sector tandem to the local I RC, or 
via Faraday MST to Byron. 

Users 1n the four central areas have two 
routes to Byror1. 011e over the normal PSTN 
route and the other via Faraday. 

In the prov111ces the two I RCs are co-sited. 
while 111 London each 1s paired with Byron. 

The Prestel terminal providers are 
converting autodials to the short d1all1ng 
codes but some delay has occurred. and 
Byron is still carry111g the bulk of the traffic. 

Operations 
Operational superv1s1on of the service 1s 
normally provided by the Reg 1onal Prestel 
Centre (RPC) at lnternat1or1al House during 
the day and by Prestel Operations Centre 
(POC) at St Al phage House 011 a 24 hour 
basis. 

Both centres have l111ks with I RCs giving 
a VAMPIRE display. VAMPIRE 1s short for 
V1ewdata Access Mo111tor111g and Pr1or1ty 
Incident Reporting Equipment. It allows 
mon1tor111g of every access port. A remote 
Subs Busy facility to control port ava1lab1l1ty 
1s also provided. 

Also, the RPC handles registration of new 
customers. customer service complaints and 
Prestel promot1011. 

Maintenance 

The maintenance organisat1011 1s described 
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in TI EB POO 7 0. The part the Business 
provides to the customer's installation 
consists of a Jack 96 111 series with the DEL 
and 1s ma111ta1ned by Customers Apparatus 
maintenance staff. Installation information 
is giver1 in TI C3 59007. 

Definite service complaints about Prestel 
are passed to the RPC: others are handled by 
RSC. The RSCs at present are only able 
to monitor by l1sten111g to a customer's test 
call to Prestel. This establishes that a 
con1iect1on can be made (see TI E13 80026). 
111 cCJses where the RPC 1s unable to decide 
whether the fault lies w1th1n our or customer
owned equipment, the RPC can direct the 
Area Prestel Special Faults Investigator 
(PSFI) to v1s1t the customer's premises (see 
TI EB P5002) The PSFI has been provided 
with a Pye Visa Prestel terminal for 
su bst1tut1 on testing. 

Terminals 

The Business owns and hires a large 
number and variety of Prestel terminals 
which are maintained by SC/ET36 in LTR. 
The large range causes maintenance 
problems but the models will be rat1onal1sed 
soon. 

I RC maintenance 

The maintenance responsibility is 
described in TI EB PI 007. Arch 1vi ng is done 
on alternate days between 8 am and 9.30 am 
during which up-date is suspended; billing 
1s done monthly. A 24-hour maintenance 
service is provided with call-out. 

Training in L TR 

So far some training has been given to RSC 

staff. including demonstrations of Prestel. an 
out Ii ne of the system engi neer1 ng. and the 
RSC function 

Prestel HO has trained PSFls for each 

telephone area. 

TOs respons1 ble for the on-site operation 
now receive training at Stone TTC. By the 
end of 1 980 at least two TOs 1 n each I RC 
will have been trained. Tra1111ng for other 
Prestel maintenance staff is in hand. 
07-587 8000 Ext 7297 

Green naeans 
eaution 
by Dave Memory NE/ES51.3 
Everyone should know that red markings. 
either adhesive tape or Markers 24A or 25A 
on M OF term1nat1ons. s1gn1fy a 'High Grade' 
c11cu1t (see MN 7 4). TI A6 D087 7 lists 
the type of c1rcu1t to be marked red. It 
explains also that red markings apply to any 
c1rcu1t that must not be interrupted without 
perm1ss1011. or to a c1rcu1t where special 
precautions must be taken to avoid reversals. 

But there 1s a green marking too. and 
ma11y people regard this as merely indicating 
a PBX l111e. This 1s not so. The same TI (A6 
DOB 7 7) 1 nforms us that a green marking 
111d1cates that some special condition 
applies to the circuit and that the circuit 
record card should be read before any 
testing or o'.her work 1s earned out on that 
c1rcu1t. I 11 other words, on the MD F. green 
means caution. 
07 -432 7 386 



Ada� in the life of the 
Serviee Protection Network 
by .Jim Haarer arid Peter Long N E/T5.3 3 

An interruption to service on 18 
hyper-groups occurred at 3.45 pm on 

3 June 1980, when the coaxial cables 6 
and 7 from Cambridge to Peterborough 

were completely severed. Blame lay 
with a contractor carrying out road 
works on the A604 at Fenstanton, about 
seven miles east of Huntingdon. 

Within one hour. service had been 
restored on frve of the far led hyper-groups. 
One had beeri rerouted on the International 
Protection Network (IPN). another rerouted 
on the Service Protection Network (SPN). 
and the remarnrng three restored by the 
cancellat1011 of 'planned work'. These three 
hyper-groups had already been rerouted on 
the Cambridge to Peterborough SPN whrch 
was itself affected by the failure. 

At the same trme a number of other 
pla1111ed works were either· cancelled or 
rearranged to free SPN l111ks. Staff had to be 
called out to u11attcnded repeater stations to 
connect through SPN links a11d spare 
regulated line sect1or1s (RLS) so that 
further routes could Lie made up. These were 
decided by the National Network 
Coordination Centre (NNCC) and the 
Regional NCCs in Eastern. London, 
Midland and North Eastern regions. 

These actions resulted 111 a further frve 
hyper-groups becoming available withi11 
the followrng hour. The 'make-good' route of 

three of these hyper-groups requ rred the 
tandem connection of nine SPN links 1 

A second blow 

Whrle 1ecove11r1g from thrs event, at 4.50 prn 
a Further srx hyper-groups were lost 1 n a 
separate 111c1der1t at Blackcastle Radio 
Stat1or1 1r1 Scotland, where an aer-ral drsh 
fell and damaged wave-guides. Two of the 
hyper-groups affected were restored w1th1n 
an hour using single lrnk SPNs. ar1d a further 

hyper-group was restored at 7. 50 prn by the 
use of frve SPN l111ks 111 tande111. 

Restoration of thrs second rncrdent was 
handled by the Scottish NCC and the North 
Eastern RNCC 111 collaborat1011 wrth the 
Nat1or1al NCC. Stilff at Carlisle and Heaton 
PJrk Rc1d1u Station acted for the North 
Western RNCC whrch had closed before 
11evvs of the 111c1de.nt 1eC1ched there. 

MeJrwvhrle. restoration of srx of the 
1enw1r1i11g hyper-groups offected by the 
cable fault co11t111ucd u11t1I the last available 
mcike-goud route was put through at about 
11.30 prn. (Thrs route cor1s1sted of severi 
SPN l111ks 111 tandem. arid had involved 
calling out staff tu several 1ntern1ed1ate 
StiltlOllS ) 

Of the 24 hyper-groups lost 111 both 
11ic:1de11ts. orily frve could not be made good. 
Two had to awart the repair of the cables at 
f-e11stanton. and three a te111pora1·y repair 
of the darn aged wave-guides at Blackcastle. 

All the RNCCs mentioned (and the NNCC) 
rernarried on duty ur1t1I most of the hyper
groups had bee11 restored. and the make
good arrangements for those that could be 
restored. had been frnalrsed. The North 
Eastern. National. and Scottish NCCs finally 
closed at 8. 8.30 and 1 0.30 pm respectively. 
(Normal closi11g trme rs 5 pm.) 

A few figures 

For the cable damage rncrdent, the time 
to restore ser-vrce -where rnake good routes 
were available-averaged 2 hours 10 
111111utes (rar1g111g from 11 m1r1utes to 7 
hours 35 minutes). The frrst pair of cable 
tubes were repaired 10 hours after the 
damage and the seco11d pair 6 hours after 
that, wher1 the last hyper-group was 
restored. 

For the wave-gurde damage 1 ncident, 
the average tr me to restore -where make 
good ruutes were available -was 1 hour 
30 rn111utes (ranging from 50 minutes to 3 
hours). The remaining hyper-groups being 
restored after 5 hours. 

Both incide11ts together used a total of 70 
S PN or spare plant ba rids -makr ng it q u rte a 
day I 
07 -357 2280 
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MASS for MAC 
by Ray Cheung and Mike Deacon 
TE/SES3.1.2 

A Measurement and Analysis Centre 
(MAC) is being installed in every area 

to measure the Quality of Service of the 
Public Switched Telephone Network 
( PSTN) and provide a centralised 
maintenance aid in fault finding. 

Each MAC consists of a minicomputer, 
disc drive. m1n1cette and so on, and 
software packages. All the facilities provided 
for in MAC are organised. controlled and 
monitored by software - a set of program 
instructions executed by the minicomputer 
according to some spec1f1ed data which 
consists of MAC-data and program data. 
The program and data require mod1f1cat1ons 
when not performing according to the 
exist1 ng spec1f1cat1ons or when the 
spec1f1cat1ons are to be changed. These 
functions are currently performed by our 
Management and Support System (MASS) 
software team 111 THO. 

The d1v1sion for maintenance 1s made 
between MAC-data, to cover area variations, 
and programs and program data which are 
common to all MAC's. Most of the data 1s 
MAC-data which characterises the area 
telephone network. MAC staff can modify 
and improve MAC-data. via the Transtel 
console. to add. delete and amend features 
at new and/or existing exchanges. Another 
THO group (NE/ES9.3.5) vets data 
alterat1011s and provides advice on data 
problems. They can also help in data 
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changes by encoding large quant1t1es of data 
onto cassettes which subsequently can be 
loaded into the MAC processor via a digital 
cassette unit. 

The MASS team atTHO receive notice 
of both software faults and specification 
changes from the MAC operational group 
(NE/ES9 3.4). who have, in turn, been 
1 nformed about site problems by the MAC 
regional liaison officers. Such problems 
may be discussed informally at first
persistent problems being reported by MAC 
staff using the A646 procedure. 
Subsequently, the MASS team modify 
and/or improve programs and associated 
program data. 

Maintenance of software. covers 

11 Software amendment- to cure faults in 
the existing program/data 

:::J Software enhancement- to add new 
fac111t1es to the exist1 ng software and these 
involve 

•Analysis of fault reports 
•Fault invest1gat1on/1dentification 
•Modification to program/data 
e lmplementment and test of new/modified 

software 
•Generation and release of new software to 

all areas 
•Updating documentation to reflect 

changes 
To carry out these activities, the MASS team 
have a dual GEC 20 50 system conf1gu1ed as 

shown 111 the diagram. The MASS 1s 
esse11t1ally (A) a MAC with a single crate of 
special interface hardware (SlH) and (B) a 
development unit. Points to note are. 
•Either half of the MASS can be used for 

development work 
e All peripherals are interchangeable 
e An 1 nter-Computer link allows the MAC 

software to be monitored by anothe1 
prncessor and can be used at any MAC site 
for special fault 111vest1gat1or1 

•Both halves are capable of generatirig new 
software for the area 

The keynote of the MASS 1s flex1b1lity. 
Although the diagram shows the system as 
two interconnected halves. both halves can 
be used ind1v1dually with the best possible 
peripheral cor1f1gurat1011 for the 1nvest1gat1011 
and ma111tena11ce of MAC software. 
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Data CustonaerServiee Offieers 
by Tony Borkowski ME/RCS 1.1.1.3 

The Data Customer Service Officer (DCSO) 
concept originated about four years ago 
from suggestions made by some Datel 
customers to the Datel Maintenance and 
Customer Service Policy Groups in THO. 
It was evident that what was being called 
for was some form of after-sales service for 
Datel custome'rs- a focal point w1th1n the 
Business which could accept complaints and 
act on behalf of the customer. 

Focal point 
An examination of our existing Datel 
organ1sat1on confirmed that a gap in data 
after-sales service existed. There were already 
clearly defined roles for Datel Sales Officers. 
Datel Co-ordination Officers and t11e1r 
Assistants. and Datel Maintenance staff-
but no contr1but1on from the Custome1 
Service D1v1s1on. So 1t was decided to fill 
this important gap. Every Area Customer 
Service D1v1s1on was to establish a 
specialized duty to act as a focal point for 
handling queries and complaints from data 
customers. About two years ago the DCSO 
concept was publicly launched. following 
extensive training. production of operating 
1nstruct1ons and the preparation of suitable 
records. Advertisements like the one shown 
were inserted in the computing press. and 
letters were sent to computer user groups 
to make most data customers aware of the 
existence of DCSOs and what tl1ey had to 
offer. 

Each Area now has its own DCSO -
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normally a Telecornmun1cat1ons Traffic 
Superintendent (TTS) -1n most cases being 
part of a duty load. In large c1t1es though, 
there are an 1ncreas1ng number of full-time 
DCSO's. A DCSO is normally supported by a 
Telecommunications Traffic Officer (TTO) 
and a number of specially trained Telephone 
Service Representatives (TSR's) who do 
most of the routine v1s1t1 ng to Datel 
customers. A DCSO 1s responsible mainly 
for customer liaison. handover to. and 
training of. the customer's staff. and for 
resolving queries and service complaints. 
Customer l1a1son means that DCSOs actively 
make their existence known to customers 
and establish themselves as points of contact 
in the Telecom business to which service 
complaints and enquiries about any aspect 

A feature of the press campaign April/ May 1979 

DATA 

CUSTOMER 

SERVICE 

OFFICER 

of Br1t1sh Telecom data transmission 
services should be directed. When a 
customer takes on a Date I System. they see 
that customers are given 1nstruct1on on how 
to operate the Datel equipment and receive 
the appropriate operating instructions. Most 
important from the maintenance point of 
view 1s to see that customers are made aware 
of the correct fau It reporting procedures. In 
most cases comm1ss1oning staff perform this 
role. but sometimes a customer's operating 
staff are not on site during commissioning. 
so the DCSO - or more usually a TS R - will 
instruct the customer's staff later. Where 
complex Datel systems are involved the 
DCSO ensures that the customer is 
conversant with the means of operating 
the various facilities and. more often than 
not. an on-site visit is arranged. A TSR visit 
is also offered where a customer requests 
staff refresher training on ex1st1ng Datel 
equipment. 

DCSO's also find themselves tak111g up 
fault complaints on behalf of customers and 
l1a1s1ng with the maintenance officer 111 
charge of the data fault reporting point to 
ascertain pr1orit1es for fault attent1011. The 
DCSO also advises a custorner of the 
probable fault clearance delay. keeps 111111 
regularly 1nforn1ed of progress. and 
eventually confirn1s with the customer that 
service has been sat1sfactor1ly 1·estored. 
Where a customer's service interests uoss 
Area/Regional boundaries. the DCSO's 
concerned are often 111 the best pos1t1on to 



appreciate the complex1t1es of the customer's 
problems <.rnd ensure that all the appropriate 
groups are briefed. 

Developing relationship 

During 1979 we made a series of v1s1ts to 
19 Areas up a11d down the country to see 
how the DCSO scheme was developing. 
and what reactions there had been from 
other D1v1s1011s. One of the clea1est t1ends 
to emerge was the \JOOd wo1k1ng 1elat1onsh1p 
thilt had developed between Datel 
Ma111tenance groups and the local DCSO. 
Ma1nte11ance staff welcomed the part that 
ocso·s could play Ill 1el1ev111g the p1essure 
of demanding customers. and dealing with 
gene1·a1 custmner que1ies. thereby allowing 
them to get 011 with the JOb of Date I 
maintenance itself. 

The rapid growth of ex1st1ng Datel services. 
new data services. 11ew modems. Packet 
Sw1tch1ng -and the Government's stated 

1ntent1on to liberalise the supply of many 
types of equipment-means that the 
importance of the DCSO ca11 only increase. 
This 1s because he acts not only as the 
interface between the customer and the 
Business. but. equally rmpmtant. with other 
D1v1s1ons -rnost part1cula1·ly engmeerrng 
maintenance. The scheme has got off to a 
good start and can only get better as rnore 
people become aware of the DCSOs role and 
the ways 111 which they can play their part 111 
improving Data Customer Service. 

07-432 9344 

Speeial range telephones 
-naaintenanee 
by .John Bright 1\1 E/ B S44 2 

U nt1I a fow years ago a faultsman attending a 
teloplicrno fault would be fairly sure of 
e11countE.rnng a star1dard 700-type m. 

po1iiaps 300-type dial 111st1umer1t. 

Tl1111gs stJ1ted to change at the end of the 
s1xt1es. vv1tli the 111troducllcrn of various types 

of p1ess butto11  telepho11e frrst CJ11to certain 
(Vpes of PABX a11d then 011to direct exchange 

l111es (lJt:Ls) At about the sJme t1me, the dral 
Tr1111phcrne arid the11 the Compact telephones 
were rntrnduced to supplement this 
'prerrnum' ra11ge of 111st1uments. 

At the e11d of tho seventies the special 
1a11ge of telepho11es were offe1ed to tho 
public to meet the demrrnd for d1st111ct1vely 
des1g11ed 01 luxury mstr'uments. Some of 

those wo1e or1g1nJlly designed for use 011 
fore1g11 networks and have been mod1f1ed, 
who1·0 necessary, to meet Brrtrsh Telecom 
11etvvork and 111terwork1ng requirements. The 
figure shows those 111suumer1ts curre11tly 
offe1ed 111 the special range; further models 
a1e be mg ccrns1dered. 
The ma111te11ance of special range 

telephones 1s cove1ed 1n TI E5 82007 and rs 
ge11e1ally lrrrnted to changing any 1dent1f1able 
Br1t1sli Telecom pa its or the complete 
111st1ume11t. 

Due to the low penet1at1or1 of these 
111strume11ts 111 the field 1t 1s not econorrnc to 
stock a la1ge nurnbe1 of 110n-standard spares. 
so repair arid 1efu11J1shment rs at present 

carried out by the manufacturers. So 1t rs 
important that special range telephones are 
only rna111te11ance exchanged when proved 
def1111tely faulty. 

Most of the special 1·ange telephones use 
s11111lar c1rcu1try to sta11dard 700-type dial 
111struments and interwork satisfactorily.The 
Ast1ofon and Errcofon 700. however. are 
electron1c press buttor1 telephones and therr 
c11cu1try ca11 give m1slead1ng results when 
tested by an RSC or by faultsmen. Testing an 
Astrofo11 or Er1cofon 700 tele-loop frorn a 
RSC usr 11g ei tiler the test desk voltmeter or a 
multimeter switched to the ohms scale. wrll 
result 111 a very high resistance reading 
(typically 10.000 ohms). This 1s because the 
testing current 1s insuff1c1ent to operate the 
electrcrnrcs in the telephone. They require a 
rnirrnnurn of 20 rnA line current for correct 
work1 ng. but they w1l I fu nct1on down to 1 O 

mA with degraded transmission. The best 
way of loop testing these telephones is to 
measure lrne current by connecting a 

multimeter (switched to 100 mA scale) rn 
series with the telephone and one leg of the 
l111e. The reading should be well within the 
range of 20-100 rnA. This test can be carried 
out at either customers' premises, exchange 
M OF. or RSC test positions with line current 
testr ng f acil 1t1 es ( 5 6 -type test desks). 

Special range telephones wrth circuits 
s1m1lart o 700-type telephones may be used 
ori 700-type exte11s1011 plan arrangements. 
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Classic Candlestick Ericofon 700 Mickey Mouse 

Astrofon Deltaphone Contempra 
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Parallel work111g (although 11ot an advertised 
facility) 1s also generally possible. Due to 
the11 l111e-powered electro111cs. the Astrofo11 
a11d Ericofo11 700 may give transmission 
p1oblems 1f parallel extension wurk111g is 
attempted with 700-type telephones. This 1s 
because the tra11sm1tter of the lower 
1es1sta11ce 700-type telepho11es, shu11ts the 
higher resistance special 1a11ge telephone, 
which may cause the SRT transm1ssio11 
c1rcu1t to be degraded-or eve11 cut out
g1v111g 110 transm1ss1011. This problem 1s not 
unique to these spec1ol ra11ge telephones, as 
1t call also occur wlie11 111te1work111g carbon 
a11d 11011-l111ea1 rrncrophories Oil the same 
extens1oi1 plar1. 

Letters 
... call for a TRT119 
Cm a11y reader help me please 7 

I have an increas111g 11eed for a TRT119 
Test Call Se11der. The 1tern 1s obsolescent 111 
the Vocabulary and stock 1s exhausted. 
Enqu1r1es throughout the area a11d regional 
offices have drilwn a blank. I would be 
pleased to hear from anyone who knows the 
locat1011 of a TRT119 which 1s. for 011e 
reaso11 or a11other, no lo11ger required. 

R S K111g, Mtce AEE. M35 Cambridge T.A. 
0223 353648. 

... rheumatic joints 
I agree with evervth1ng 111 De1111is A11sell's 
article 'Better Jo111ts for Local L1ries' 
(MN 7 6). I tried to 111troduce this system 
nearly ter1 years ago follow111g a 

Special range telephones are numbered 1n 
the SR 1 OOO series, and diagrams in the 
N4900 1ange. The suffix A, B. C or 0, after 
the nurnber 111dicates the category of the 
1 nstru me nt. 

An A or C suffix 1nd1cates that a bell, or 
call111g device, 1s included whereas a B or D 
111d1cates that there 1s neither. 

A or B suffix also indicates that 1t 1s 
suitable for use on DE Ls, and C or D that it is 
wired for use on PBX earth recall extensions. 

The special range of telephones on offer to 
our customers are. 111 effect, in competition 
with the '1ll1c1t' market of exotic and unusual 
telephones. By def1n1t1on they are not 
expected to become large volume items. so 

demonstrat1011 by a prominent f1rm 1n this 
field. No one seemed 1nte1·ested. 

But the CJuthor misses the point. No 
cimou11t of io1nt seCJl111g will be effective until 
the problem of lay111g cables direct 111 grou11d 
has been overcome. 011ce a cable sheilth is 
punctured the water will get in, and 110 io111t 
closu1es will keep 1t out. I imagine that one 
day someone will come up with the bright 

1deil of putting cables in ducts I The question 
of costs wil I be raised - but let the dou btfu I 
look into U/G MTCE costs. and the 
111d1fferent service to our customers I 
J W Oyer, M242. T.E.C. Haywards Heath, 
Sussex. 

NE/T8.2.5 replies: Information collated 
over the vears shows that 25-30 per cent of 
the D-side faults are due to ;oint closure 

111cur an extra rental during theirf1ve-year 
maintenance period. It is likely that most 
customers regard them as items of special 
furn1tu1e rather tha11 JU St instruments. 

Faultsmen should make every effort to 
1·eta111 customers' confidence in the special 
range telephones; precautionary changes 
and unnecessary dismantling of instruments 
rnust be avoided. A sat1sf1ed SRT customer 
may well order further instruments and 
recommend them to others. rather than 
purchase from elsewhere - especially when 
the monopoly is ended. This is good 
bus1 ness 1 

01 -432 9277 

defects. Since all cables /iave to be ;ointed-
ducted or buried- the correct application of 
the improved closure methods described will 
be of ma;or benefit in reducing this tvpe of 
fault. Mr Dver has a point rcgardmg damage 
to buned cable, but statistics indicate that 66 

per cent of these faults occur on unarmoured 
cable - manv of which are undoubted Iv 
'unfilled', permitting water penetration into 
;01nts via the cable sheath. It was for this 
reason that cable butt m;ection was 
mtroduced for use on existing unfilled cables. 

Now for the future. Following extensive 
field trials, which demonstrated that 
acceptable fault rates of about0.04 faults/ 
working circwt/ annum can readilv be 
achieved, new housing estate practices are 
soon to be introduced. Grease-filled 
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armoured or annular protected cable, ducted 
cable between house and footway, radial 
distribution schemes, and so on, will all help. 

These practices- when allied with revised 
Estate Liaison Officer and cable maintenance 
acceptance procedures (Form A349) that are 
being introduced- plus maint enance 
renewal uplift programmes for existing plant, 
should make considerable inroads into 
providing a more reliable and secure network. 

. . . on Factory Stoel< Numbers 
The article 011 page 31 of the Spring 1980 
issue may cause confusion especially as we 
are starting a publicity exercise to persuade 
staff i11 areas/regions to use Factory Stock 
Numbers (FSN) where allocated, on all 
requ1s1tions sent to FacD. FSNs consist of 
eight-figure numbers, the first two d1g1ts of 
which 1nd1cate the type of item for example 

30- Resistive Devices, 75=cC1adles. There 1s 

no intention at present to allocate FSNs to 
the majority of PP Depot items. 

The numbe1·s shown on the requisitions 

illustrated in the article are PO part numbers 
and are 1n no sense Factory Stock Numbers. 

R H H Brent Procurement Executive 
PE/F2.3.1.2. 01-272 7700 Ext 291. 

NE/ES5.4.3 replies: Mr Brent is quite right to 
point out that the photographs show PO part 
numbers in the column 'leaded FSN. But 
until all piece parts are given such numbers 
we are stuck with either the PO part numbers 
or the manufacturer's reference as the only 
means of identification. Perhaps this letter 

will help with the publicity exercise 
mentioned? 
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Maintenance News aims to provide a 
medium for two-way commumcat1or1-that 
is. between Headquarters and the field. If you 
want to write about anything you may have 
seen in Maintenance News, or indeed, about 
any maintenance topic. send your letter to: 
The Editor. Mai11tenance News, Room 1230, 
207 Old Street London EC1V9PS. 
Say what you like, but the Editor may tone 
comments down 1f he decides to publish. 
Do please give your full address . 

If you have a contribution to offer to 
Maintenance News other than a letter 

to the editor, please forward it through 
normal channels to the Maintenance 

News agent for your Region or 

Telecommunications Board. The list is 
shown below. The editor cannot 
publish anything to do with current 
awards suggestions. 

Send �our eontributions to ... 
EASTERN 

INTERNATIONAL EXEC. 
LONDON 
MIDLAND 
NORTH EAST 
N IRELAND 
NORTH WEST 
SCOTLAND 
SOUTH EAST 
SOUTH WEST 

WALES & MARCHES 

Mr B A  Pearce 

Mr R G Brown 
Mr EJones 
Mr DC M Coshan 
Mr J Yarborough 
Mr J McLarnon 
Mr A Bunnis 
MrJFWood 
Mr R Bayfield 
Mr P RL Evans 

Mr C N Grear 

S1 .1.1 
IN4.3.3.1 
Sv8.1 
SM4 
S1 .3.1 
Sv2.3 
S2.1 

S1 .4.1.1 
SM1 
Sv1 .3 

S3.2.2 

0206 89588 

01-353 6248 
01 -587 8000 x7489 
021-262 4052 
0532 467408 
0232 31 594 
061-863 7458 
031-222 2390 
0273 201 218 
0272 295337 

0222 391456 
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